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ALPS OutdoorZ Announces Enhanced Turkey Bino Harness
NEW HAVEN, Mo. – Binos are an essential tool for many turkey hunters, especially those hunting in open country.
The new Vantage bino harness from ALPS OutdoorZ was designed specifically with the turkey hunter in mind by
combining a secure and convenient means of carrying binoculars along with the other turkey hunting essential—calls.
The Vantage harness features a padded back panel for comfortable all-day wear and the harness system is fully
adjustable to accommodate everything from light camo to cold-weather clothing. The bino attachment straps are nonmetallic to ensure optimal stealth, while an adjustable closure allows the system to be used with most binocular sizes.
For easy bino retrieval, the case boasts a generous U-shape cut so optics can be pulled out even when wearing gloves.
Behind the bino case is a quick-access panel with slots to hold one slate call and two strikers.
A mesh pocket on one side of the case provide secure storage for diaphragm calls. A box call
is accommodated by a removable box call pocket. This pocket uses the MOLLE system to
attach to one side or to the bottom of the case, leaving the other MOLLE webbing to secure
a rangefinder pocket (sold separately). The Vantage also includes a lens cloth to keep glass
clean in the field.
For spartan run-and-gun turkey action, the Vantage bino harness covers the gobbler hunter’s
most basic needs.
ALPS OutdoorZ Vantage Specifications
•
Weight: 14 oz.
•
Dimensions: 6.5x7x2 in
•
Mossy Oak® Obsession™ pattern
For more information about this and other innovative turkey hunting solutions from ALPS
OutdoorZ, visit http://www.alpsoutdoorz.com/.
About ALPS Brands:
Beginning in 1993 with the establishment of ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands is a continuously growing and
expanding group of companies dedicated to developing and manufacturing high quality, performance-driven
outdoor products. Currently making up the ALPS Brands family of companies are ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS
OutdoorZ, Cedar Ridge, Browning Camping and Hunting Blinds. ALPS OutdoorZ—the hunting gear moniker for ALPS
Brands—made its mark several years ago by offering packs purposefully designed for remote wilderness hunting.
Today, ALPS OutdoorZ products cover everything from day and expedition packs to waterfowl blinds and turkey
hunting vests, as well as furniture, gun cases and sleeping bags. ALPS OutdoorZ items are sold and distributed in the
best camping, backpacking and outdoor dealers throughout the entire US and Canada. For more information, please
visit www. alpsoutdoorz.com.
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